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Abstract 

In today’s business environment, the trend towards more product variety and customization is unbroken. Due to this development, the need of 
agile and reconfigurable production systems emerged to cope with various products and product families. To design and optimize production
systems as well as to choose the optimal product matches, product analysis methods are needed. Indeed, most of the known methods aim to 
analyze a product or one product family on the physical level. Different product families, however, may differ largely in terms of the number and 
nature of components. This fact impedes an efficient comparison and choice of appropriate product family combinations for the production
system. A new methodology is proposed to analyze existing products in view of their functional and physical architecture. The aim is to cluster
these products in new assembly oriented product families for the optimization of existing assembly lines and the creation of future reconfigurable 
assembly systems. Based on Datum Flow Chain, the physical structure of the products is analyzed. Functional subassemblies are identified, and 
a functional analysis is performed. Moreover, a hybrid functional and physical architecture graph (HyFPAG) is the output which depicts the 
similarity between product families by providing design support to both, production system planners and product designers. An illustrative
example of a nail-clipper is used to explain the proposed methodology. An industrial case study on two product families of steering columns of 
thyssenkrupp Presta France is then carried out to give a first industrial evaluation of the proposed approach. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 28th CIRP Design Conference 2018. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the fast development in the domain of 
communication and an ongoing trend of digitization and
digitalization, manufacturing enterprises are facing important
challenges in today’s market environments: a continuing
tendency towards reduction of product development times and
shortened product lifecycles. In addition, there is an increasing
demand of customization, being at the same time in a global 
competition with competitors all over the world. This trend, 
which is inducing the development from macro to micro 
markets, results in diminished lot sizes due to augmenting
product varieties (high-volume to low-volume production) [1]. 
To cope with this augmenting variety as well as to be able to
identify possible optimization potentials in the existing
production system, it is important to have a precise knowledge

of the product range and characteristics manufactured and/or 
assembled in this system. In this context, the main challenge in
modelling and analysis is now not only to cope with single 
products, a limited product range or existing product families,
but also to be able to analyze and to compare products to define
new product families. It can be observed that classical existing
product families are regrouped in function of clients or features.
However, assembly oriented product families are hardly to find. 

On the product family level, products differ mainly in two
main characteristics: (i) the number of components and (ii) the
type of components (e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronical). 

Classical methodologies considering mainly single products 
or solitary, already existing product families analyze the
product structure on a physical level (components level) which 
causes difficulties regarding an efficient definition and
comparison of different product families. Addressing this 
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Abstract  

Variations in quantity, quality and time availability of input materials pose a major risk to circular supply chains (CSC) and require new models 
for creating and evaluating adaptive and resilient CSC in the circular economy (CE). This can be achieved through consistent modelling of the 
overarching relationship between resource input- and output streams, without neglecting the associated risks. 
The model proposed below consists of five components based on five resilience requirements for supply-chains (SCs). It provides a data-based 
recommended course of action for managers with a low entry-barrier. It consists of a CSC visualization, safety stock calculation, risk monitoring 
for each SC node, reporting logic, and a measurement catalogue. The inspiration for this model came from an innovative case study 
(“Zirkelmesser”) in the metal processing industry, where secondary products and materials are used to produce new products. Here, the problem 
of maintaining the resource supply arose and led to resilience issues. The mentioned case study serves as an application example for the model 
application and contributes to making emerging circular supply chains predictable and more controllable, thus increasing their resilience. 
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1. Introduction 

The Circular Economy (CE) is considered one of the core 
leavers to climate neutrality by decoupling economic growth 
and resource consumption [1]. The concept focuses on the 
systemic shift from a linear (take-make-waste) economy to one 
in which materials and products are reused and end-of-life 
disposal is prevented, e.g., through maintenance,  and reuse [2].  

CE requires cross-enterprise and within SCs thinking rather 
than within companies, making Supply Chain Management 
(SCM) a core enabler of CE [3]. Adopting new aspects in SCM 
requires attention to risks that need to be analysed and managed 
to avoid SC disruptions [4] and to increase SC resilience 
(SCRES) [5]. The comprehensive analysis of risks in CSC is 
still emerging in literature [4] and there is a need for approaches 
to assess circular supply chain risks on a practical, individual 
and holistic level [3], [4], [6]. This paper addresses future 
research directions identified in several literature reviews over 
the last two years, focusing on CSC measures, risks, and 
resilience in Circular Supply Chain Management (CSCM). 

The model proposed in this paper aims to fill the identified 
gaps by combing five components based on the five resilience 
requirements for SCs from [6] and a risk analysis according to 
[4]. The first component is a value-stream-map (VSM) that 
visualizes the entire SC and merges all other components. The 
second component is a safety stock calculation, which is 
needed to determine the minimum quantities. It consists of 
three categories: SC-partners that act as material sources (their 
‘waste’ is used as a new resource), SC-partners processing the 
product and an end-product. The remaining components are 
risk monitoring at each node of the SC, which is done via a 
spider-web diagram, a reporting system, and a measurement 
catalogue that is used to redesign the SC if required. The model 
itself is applied to an industrial use case where new knives are 
made entirely from waste products. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: 
Section  2 provides an overview of the current state of the art 
and the fundamentals needed to establish the new model, 
section 3 describes the methodology, section 4 outlines the 
results, and section 5 discusses the results and concludes. 
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requirements for SCs from [6] and a risk analysis according to 
[4]. The first component is a value-stream-map (VSM) that 
visualizes the entire SC and merges all other components. The 
second component is a safety stock calculation, which is 
needed to determine the minimum quantities. It consists of 
three categories: SC-partners that act as material sources (their 
‘waste’ is used as a new resource), SC-partners processing the 
product and an end-product. The remaining components are 
risk monitoring at each node of the SC, which is done via a 
spider-web diagram, a reporting system, and a measurement 
catalogue that is used to redesign the SC if required. The model 
itself is applied to an industrial use case where new knives are 
made entirely from waste products. 
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and the fundamentals needed to establish the new model, 
section 3 describes the methodology, section 4 outlines the 
results, and section 5 discusses the results and concludes. 
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2. Related Work & Fundamentals 

For this paper, Geissdorfer’s definition of the CE is reduced 
as follows: The CE is a regenerative system in which resource 
consumption and waste are minimised by closing material 
loops. This can be achieved through, amongst others, design, 
reuse, and refurbishment [2]. 

This section first illuminates the differences between linear 
and circular SCs and highlights the three main risks. 
Subsequently, the main literature in the field of CSCM is 
reviewed before discussing the basics of modelling, describing, 
and calculating risk and resilience in supply chains from the 
literature. This sub-step is necessary for research processes 
within applied research according to [7]. 

2.1 Motivation - Difference between Linear and Circular 
Supply Chains 

To enable CE approaches on an industry level, well 
designed SCs are required [4]. Whilst there are many different 
SCM concepts like sustainable-SCM , green-SCM or circular-
SCM, they are often used interchangeably [8] even though they 
are not interchangeable [3]. As [8] pointed out, the integration 
of CE aspects is still emerging in the area of SCM, especially 
from a conceptual viewpoint. Also, the above concepts do not 
apply the full CE approach [3]. This paper focuses on CSCMs 
and follows the proposed comprehensive definition of [8] (p. 
884), in which “the integration of circular thinking into the 
management of the supply chain […]” forms a crucial part. 

In contrast to a linear SC, in a CSC input material is not 
produced on demand but derives as a secondary output, waste 
or by-product from another process [9]. This results in greater 
variations in material quantity, quality and time of availability 
[4], [10], [11] as in linear SCs, which are considered as the 
three main risks in the further course of the article. Possible 
variations regarding quality occur in parameters like, e.g., 
colour, composition or contamination, or geometry. This can 
trigger uncertainty [12] as it can affect production processes 
[10], e.g., the number of new products that can be produced. 
This match between input quantity, quality, and availability of 
inputs on the one hand, and the process requirements for the 
production of the new circular product on the other, is crucial 
for planning the CSC [9] and thus mitigating risk to increase 
resilience. This is a level of detail that has not been mentioned 
in the reviewed related work on CSC modelling. However, this 
demands for a data-based decision-support model, that allows 
for an assessment of the risk status of the CSC in question and 
offers measurements to increase the resilience of the CSC. 

2.2 Identified Shortcomings within CSCM 

In the last two years alone, many overarching literature 
reviews have been conducted on the topic of CSCM [3], [13]–
[15]. In addition, the perspective on the manufacturing context 
of CSCM has already been analysed extensively [16]. 
Furthermore, many efforts have been made to scientifically 
describe the barriers and obstacles to the implementation of 
CSC measures [17]–[19] and to expand on the topics of risks 
[20], [21] and resilience [22], [23] of CSCM. 

This paper addresses the future research directions 
identified in the previously described reviews, in particular [8] 
and [24]. Farooque [8] notes that CSC collaboration and 

coordination, design for circularity and product liabilities and 
producer's responsibility in particular need to be improved to 
advance CSCM. We summarise these topics as product & 
organisational measures for this paper. In their overview, 
Lahane [24] presents in particular the following problems and 
future directions for action: Risk factors and solutions, 
mathematical description and simulation, and a model for risk 
management and management decision-making. We 
summarise this under the term risk & modelling. 

These two main concepts for improving the CSC – i) 
product & organisational measures and ii) risk & modelling - 
are explored through the presented case study.  

2.3 Modelling - Describing, and Calculating Risk and 
Resilience for Supply Chains  

A comprehensive overview of the different objectives and 
simulation tools for describing and calculating SCs is given by 
[25]. In their investigation, they divide the different approaches 
according to 1) objectives, 2) processes, and 3) morphology. 
They conclude that, especially in the case of independent firms, 
information sharing becomes a critical barrier, as each 
independent actor is usually unwilling to share its production 
data (e.g., production capacity, production costs, etc.) with the 
other “nodes”. [26] propose a supply-chain value stream 
mapping (SCVSM) tool to thoroughly understand competitive 
priorities of volume and delivery for any SC in organisations, 
similar to [27] who added environmental aspects. Due to the 
increasingly networked and digitalised SC components, data-
based approaches are a promising topic for the future. On the 
one hand, Big Data and IoT offer new data fundamentals, but 
on the other hand, they also pose new challenges to SC 
modelling, especially for live data [28]. Other studies on 
operational resilience deal with disruption absorption and 
recovery capacity [29]. To analyse SCMs, three analytical 
techniques are used: descriptive, predictive, prescriptive [30], 
whereas this paper's approach is a hybrid, a combination of 
descriptive (using VSM) and predictive (product-specific unit 
count calculation based on average unit counts). 

Concerning the description and calculation of risk and 
resilience in SCs, [6] presents a detailed overview. In addition, 
[31] describe risk factors for SCs in great detail, whereas [32] 
discusses SC risk management, regarding maturity models 
(MM). From a more circular point of view, [4] lists risks like 
material delay, material and product quality, machine 
maintenance and transparent processes. Especially the quality 
aspect gets a new perspective because in a CSC the supplies are 
mainly by-products or remains from other products and 
processes. [33] reviews the SC risks regarding CE using 
Industry 4.0, in which the design-related problem for circular 
products is highlighted. [34] evaluates and ranks solutions to 
mitigate CSC risks, which are machine and equipment failures, 
gatekeeping design, delay deliveries, information security, 
standards & certifications, and cannibalization. 

Our approach aims to determine the resilience of physical 
products, which makes it possible to identify critical 
influencing variables and provides the basis for making risks 
calculable in our model. According to [6], five strategies to 
improve the resilience of physical capitals exist, which are used 
as goals for the hereinafter presented model. The link towards 
the different components is made in the next chapter. 
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To summarize chapter 2, in contrast to the linear economy 
in CE, material quantities can no longer simply be ordered 
whenever there is a need, but there is a specific time when a 
certain quantity with a corresponding quality is available. 

3. Methodology 

     The following four-step methodology  is inspired by 
Ulrich's methodology for applied research [7]: 

1) Determining CE resilience problem within SC 
2) Literature review 
3) Model development 
4) Data capturing & testing 

The first step is based on a case study of a CE concept called 
‘Zirkelmesser’. After a successful launch, the question arises 
how to ensure a reliable supply of the circular resources to keep 
production running. Since the input resources for the final 
product are by-products or leftovers from other production 
processes, additional aspects (e.g., available quantity, quality, 
and time) must be considered to ensure a reliable supply. This 
resulted in the need for a new model to outline, predict and 
ensure the required resilience. The second step consists of a 
comprehensive review of already established concepts in the 
context of SCRES and the needs of CSCs. For physical 
resources, five resilience requirements for SCs were defined in 
[6], which are used as a conceptual framework for the 
developed model in the third step, outlined in Table 1. 

Table 1. The link between resilience requirements and the model 

Nr Resilience 
requirement [6] 

Model component 

1 Increase visibility C-VSM for increased SC resilience 

2 Safety stock Safety stock calculation 
3 Risk monitoring for 

each node 
MM based risk monitoring diagram 

4 Predictive tool Reporting system logic 
5 Redesign the SC Measurement catalogue 

 
The last step concerns the data capturing to complete the 

model and test its applicability. This step is performed as an 
iteration with the model development phase. 

4. Results 

The newly developed model consists of five components 
(see Table 1). To prevent individual components from not 
being able to communicate adequately with each other, they are 
interconnected within the VSM model (see Figure 1), except 
for the last component. The functioning of the individual 
components and the overall model is explained below. 

4.1 C-VSM for Increased SC Resilience 

The first component, VSM, is a commonly known lean 
method used to visualize the current state of product and 
information flows within organizations [35]. Generally, it is 
used to seek for weaknesses and improve process flows, while 
in this case we use it to outline the results of the developed 
predictive model. As a framework we use the C-VSM [36], 
which is adapted to the needs of CE. The macro-level view 
allows the visualization of the entire SC. Along the right site, a 
value ladder (based on the 9R-framework [37]) is included to 

assess the CE value of the product throughout its PLC. This is 
an interesting feature, to compare the ‘Zirkelmesser’ (value: 
R7-Repurpose) with a traditional linear knife (value: 0-linear). 

The different companies are visualized by three different 
boxes, with information and relations adapted to the real case. 
The companies paper-cutter (produces different kinds of papers 
and uses circular knives for cutting) and plastic-parts 
(production of products with plastic shells and components) are 
represented as supplier companies, since they are the sources 
of material for the final product. The companies blade-lasering 
(subcontractor, cutting the blades out of the circular knives) 
and the handle injection moulding (subcontractor, moulding 
plastic handles for the blades, using recycled material as input) 
are presented as normal processes, since they operate as 
processing or subcontracting companies. The knife-grinding 
company is presented as a customer company, since it is the 
original equipment manufacturer (OEM) of this SC. Depending 
on the type of company, different information is displayed 
within the company-boxes. The supplier companies have a 
prediction box (first box), that acts as a notification box 
(component 4) when a potential risk is detected. Logic checks 
if the underlying availability or risk box exceeds the respective 
limit. The underlying availability box indicates the required 
quantity of the available sourcing quantity and represents 
component 2. The third box, risk, is a sum of all the risks 
visualised by the spider-web diagram (last box) and represents 
component 3. In the other boxes, some more general 
parameters are givin, such as weight per functional unit, 
quantity available at source, quantity takt and safety margin. 
The processing company boxes are structured like the C-VSM 
boxes. Some specific parameters like minimum order quantity 
for SCs in general (MOQG), minimum order quantity for the 
respective company (MOQC) and the delivered quantity (QD) 
are listed here. The customer boxes again have a prediction, an 
availability, and a risk box. The trucks indicate the load 
quantity (W) and the distance to be driven (D). The information 
flows are divided into two sections. The green dashed lines 
indicate who gives the design specifications and who receives 
them, while the blue dashed lines indicate the same for the 
recovering system.  

By integrating the VSM, the model satisfies the first 
requirement from [6] by increasing the visibility of the 
company's interactions within the SC, visualized in Figure 1. 

4.2 Safety Stock Calculation  

In the second component, the necessary safety stocks and 
the minimum quantities for the SC are calculated. Especially 
the lower limit is an important limit for production. That is, at 
what quantity is the effort justified (e.g., machine set-up time, 
machine parameters, staff training, etc.). This question is 
answered for each actor in the entire value chain and applied to 
the entire SC. In this way, the capacity of the entire SC is 
determined. The calculation model is based on the 
requirements of CE, on the fact that potential waste is generated 
at an actor (material source), which is further processed via 
different process steps (processes) to a final product (market). 
This three-role model can be used to determine the critical 
material sources, process steps, minimum quantities, and other 
characteristics for a CSC. The necessary key figures and values 
are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 represents the case for exactly one material source, 

one production process and one product and consists of 
indicators to be determined (upper area) and indicators and 
performance measures to be calculated (left column). 

In the upper area, the available material quantities are 
collected. In addition to the quantities, the values entered also 
include safety margins (e.g., scrap rate during production, 
material wastage during machine start-up, etc.) and other 
limiting factors, such as geometric dimensions. The last 
parameter to be determined is the product composition, which 
considers the different materials and components of the 
product. This composition is later used to determine the 
individual material quantities in relation to the final product. 
The procedure to complete the table consists of 4-steps: 

1. Minimum number of units,  
2. Material quantities for the units, 
3. Capacity utilization and 
4. Required quantities to be supplied 

The minimum quantity is determined in the various 
processing companies and considers the necessary batch size to 
start a production. This limit value is now used to determine the 
necessary material quantities for each station, considering the 
respective product composition. The next step is to determine 
the capacity utilisation for the material source and the 
processes. For CE, the characteristic value is particularly 
relevant for the material source, as it quantifies the utilization 

rate of the source. In the last step, the required quantities to be 
supplied in a given time frame are determined for everyone in 
the entire SC. This value is calculated considering the extended 
safety material quantity and the minimum number of units of 
the total SC to meet customer demand. This value enables all 
actors to align their internal processes with the process SC, 
identify risks early, communicate and ensure material 
requirements, and calculate costs. The numerical values 
adopted in the VSM are marked accordingly in Table 3. 

For the case study, the model is adapted and calculated as 
follows: 2 different materials (steel and plastic) coming from 2 
material sources (paper-cutter and plastic-parts), 3 processes 
(blade-lasering, injection-moulding, knife-grinding) and 1 final 
product - the Zirkelmesser (see Table 3). 

4.3 Maturity Model based Risk Monitoring Diagram 

The third component deals with the requirements for 
monitoring the risk of the individual nodes. This is illustrated 
by a spider-web diagram (see Figure 1), which is included in 
the VSM for the suppliers and customer companies. It is based 
on the idea of MMs and includes seven different risk 
categories. The categories are dependence, transport, quality, 
availability, process, standards, and information. They are 
derived from the literature review and are reduced to meet the 
needs of this case study. For each of the categories, a question 
is asked, and the answer is a risk evaluation between extremely 
high (value 1) and extremely low (value 5), according to a 
Likert scale. The higher the value, the lower the risk and thus 
the better the assessment. The spider-web diagram shows 
which categories represent the greatest risk. To simplify risk 
prediction, a threshold value has been added that lights up when 
the sum of the individual risks falls below a certain value, 
indicating an increased risk.  
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4.4 Reporting System Logic 

The fourth component acts as the logic of the reporting 
system and has already been partially explained before. It 
checks whether the result of components 2 or 3 is critical and 
displays this as green (no critical value) or red (at least one 
value is critical) in the first field of the suppliers or customer 
company box in the VSM. The logic behind the prediction tool 
is thus kept quite simple and builds on the two previous 
components. 

4.5 Measurement Catalogue 

The last component is a measurement catalogue. It guides 
the user through the steps required to redesign or adapt the SC 
to mitigate the risks indicated by the reporting system. It is 
divided into three categories: 

1) Material-concerns 
2) Process-concerns 
3) Actor-concerns 

The material category includes issues regarding quantity, 
quality, and time of availability. If the available quantity is too 
low, the supplier of the product in question can be contacted to 
find out if they want to participate in the SC. If there are 
problems with the quality of the resources supplied, it is 
necessary to determine where these problems are coming from. 
Solutions could include changes to the previous service life or 
an increase in the safety margin. Resolving issues with varying 
or unknown availability times are critical, as information 
sharing between companies needs to be improved. For the 
second category, the simplified MM should be reviewed first. 
Due to the more imprecise use of materials, production 
processes may need to be completely rethought to meet the new 
conditions. If the circular knives are too resistant for the 
conventional grindstones, radical adjustments may be 
necessary. The last category relates to SC-actors, where the 
basis for greater agility must be differentiated. There needs to 
be a list of regional and complementary companies in the same 
field to mitigate potential issues. Since similar SCs are 
currently more of a one-off affair, most active companies see 
their participation as a side-line rather than their core business, 
which increases the importance of preparation. 

The next chapter discusses and challenges the results 
obtained and concludes with an outlook on future extensions. 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

By developing and combining 1) VSM for visualisation, 2) 
a calculation model to determine necessary material capacities 
and safety stocks, 3) risk monitoring based on several risk 

factors, 4) an early warning system and, 5) a catalogue of 
measures to solve existing problems in the SC by redesigning 
the SC., a resilience assessment and improvement model for 
CSCs was created. This model provides a data-based 
recommended action for managers at a low entry-barrier. The 
cross-company extended VSM model enables visualization and 
consistency of information, leading to CE capability 
improvement. Safety stock calculation includes new aspects, as 
quantity and quality determination within a CSC is more 
volatile than in a linear one. The risk monitoring and reporting 
components visualize potential weaknesses in the design of the 
CSC. The last component, the measurement catalogue is easy 
to use and helps guide the user through the necessary designing 
steps. The literature review identified shortcomings for CSCM 
within the missing collaboration and coordination between SC-
partners and the need for solutions that combine risk factors 
through mathematical descriptions by providing support for 
decision making. By summarizing the aforementioned issues, 
this paper makes a constructive, application-oriented 
contribution in the field of CSCM, particularly with respect to 
i) product & organisational measures and ii) risk & modelling. 

The outlook is divided into three categories. The first 
concerns data entry with insufficient (automated) updating of 
data and aspects of confidentiality. The confidentiality issue 
could be solved by adding an additional layer on top of the 
VSM that would allow the overall calculations to be performed 
while displaying only the information specific to each 
stakeholder. The second category deals with possible add-ons, 
in the form of further sustainability [38] and financial 
parameters or further focus on on-time delivery or availability 
of the materials. The third category refers to the integration of 
an automatic determination of an ideal status of the CSC (based 
on artificial intelligence and machine learning). The model of 
this work holds further potential for extension and refinements 
to reflect the complexity of SC modelling in the CE. 

All these points reduce the risks and show how CE can be 
made describable, calculable, and predictable. This reduces the 
complexity of the overall system, which is also caused by the 
heterogeneity of the stakeholders. The ‘Zirkelmesser’ was able 
to demonstrate this in a very convincing first approach with 
practical relevance. Moreover, this study represents a 
particularly strong added value in the context of CSC 
modelling. Since a distinction is explicitly made here between 
material source and further processing, the associated 
characteristic values can be consistently recorded and 
processed. This distinction, with a focus on variations in 
quantity, quality, and time availability of input materials, 
makes it possible to explicitly determine the context and 
potential of industrial waste for subsequent manufacturing 
processes and products. 

 

Table 3. The calculation table from the case-study 

Paper-Cutter values Plastic-Parts values Blade-Lasering values Handle-Injection-Molding values Knife-Grinding values Zirkelmesser-Customer values

Functional Unit [FU] 1 Material type [Metallround] Steel Material type Plastic Minimum quantity for the process cycle a [FU] 38 Minimum quantity for the process cycle a [FU] 100 Minimum quantity for the process cycle a [FU] 50
 customer demand [FU]
(VSM: Demand) 3750

Steel [kg] 0,08
Amount of material available a  [pcs per Year ]
(VSM: Source) 250

Amount of material available a

(VSM: Soure) 6500

Other factors influencing 
the (usable) material quantity:

Other factors influencing 
the (usable) material quantity:

Other factors influencing
 the (usable) material quantity:

Amount of material available a  

[pcs per Year ] --> 50 runs per 
year 0

Plastic [kg] 0,085

Other factors influencing
 the (usable) material quantity:

Other factors influencing 
the (usable) material quantity

Product geometry [1] diameter  
Condition: d1< d < d2 | Estimated impact in [%] 
(VSM: Safety m.) 1

machine in operation, sprues, etc. [%]
(VSM: Safety m.) 15

Product geometry - [2] thickness 
Condition: s < 2mm | Estimated impact in [%] 
(VSM: Safety m.) 10

- not considered -

Product geometry - [1] diameter & [2] thickness - not considered - Extended safety material quantity 38 Extended safety material quantity  [FU] 115 Extended safety material quantity  [FU] 55 - not considered -

FU per provided piece 38

Minimum number of units (VSM: MOQC) 38 Minimum number of units (VSM: MOQC & MOQG) 100 Minimum number of units (VSM: MOQC) 55 - not considered -
Worn Metallround [pcs] [rounded]  
(VSM: QD) 3

Unused Plastic [kg] [rounded] [based on 
Blade-Lasering!] (VSM: QD) 10

Knife-Conturs [pcs.] 
(VSM: QD) 113

Knife-with-Handles [pcs.] 
(VSM: QD) 113

Sharp Knife-with-Handles [pcs.] 
(VSM: QD) 102 - not considered -

Worn Metallround [pcs] [rounded] 99 Unused Plastic [kg] 318,8 - not considered - - not considered - - not considered -

[%] [per year] (VSM: Availability) 39,6 [%] [per year] (VSM: Availability) 4,90 - not considered - - not considered - [%] [per year] (VSM: Availability) 0,00 - not considered -

Worn Metallround [pcs / per month] 9 Plastic waste [kg / per month] 27 Knife-Conturs [pcs. / per month] 312,5 Knife-with-Handles [pcs. / per month] 312,5 Sharp Knife-with-Handles [pcs. / per month] 312,5 Product Sales [pcs. / per month] 312,5

Calculated indicators and performance metrics b

Product composition [PCn] Material source [MSn] Process [Pn] Market & Product [Mn]

Zirkelmesser

a Stakeholder specific unit (FU)   b For each material   c Same time period

Minimum number of units -

Material quantities per process run

Material quantities per year 

Capacity utilization 

Required quantities to be supplied c
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